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Windy Gregory

Men, like grasses,
Know the wear of Time,
Shaping their lives to the weather.
Only the Storm
Can tell them apart:
The grasses will stand forever.
—Steve Benton
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grey until winters pass
and after springs follow
grey throughout summers
and deep into autumns
touch me, love, and colors
light my mind and body
so that i may light
your mind and body brightly
grey again and again
when you are gone
and you are gone
again and again ,
—Mary Rita Cooper
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Ripples under the wind:
Flutters a silent queen
A quiver as she passes
One last, dead tear
Upsets the thorn
Where the drone lies dying,
Sinks in a tiny sea.
Beyond a branch is broken
Hangs dangling
With the stream
A word is softly uttered
Soon the widow comes
Approaching
Weaves her silent weave.
Above a fly is buzzing
Over the mass beneath
A ripple's forgotten movement
Returns the image broken
"Observe my lovely green?"

—Naman Crowe
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Her gentle touch
that makes me feel
like running forever,
and her soft kiss
which makes me miss
class
without caring
because
for an
estactic instant
I can
feel
and
see
and
hear
and
smell
and
know
her love which
I can't deserve.

—R. Smith
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"The Prostitute"—
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—Patsy Cornish

The East-West Game
Prologue
For the last two million years the planet Earth has been infected by a virus of the type
Homo sapiens. Homo sapiens has followed the same pattern of propagation as other
viruses; he has increased at a geometric rate. Also, like other viruses after they have
reached a certain amount of growth, he is killed off by his own secretions, his own
wastes. The host is not capable of handling the tremendous numbers produced. Homo
sapiens is reaching this point now. There are now 3.4 billion people on the face of the
earth. In two months there will be 10 million more. If you read at a normal speed, more
than 70 people will have died of starvation before you can read this page. About 4,000
people will have died of starvation during the time it takes to show a one hour special on
malnutrition. "Half of the children alive today will never reach adulthood."
The world's populatiln now doubles about every 35 years. In some of the
under-developed countries it doubles every 19 or 20 years. At this rate there will be over
7 billion people by the turn of the century. The U.S. is going to have "wall-to-wall
people." Dr. Harrison Brown predicts that by the year 2000, only 30 years away,
"Americans will be living in a continuous city running down the entire east coast--- and
another 1,000-mile city on the west coast."
What will happen? Will Homo sapiens turn out of be a thinking virus after all? Will he
become a cannibal and practice survival of the fittest? Hitler killed 6 million. With its
advanced weaponry, would the United States kill 6 billion to survive?
"The population clock continues ticking. Each tick brings two additional lives into the
world! Too little is being done. And the hour is very late."

"Sir, Intelligence has it that Sanlosdiego is planning to take over the Strip in three days.
Two of our agents have reported that they are starting to mobilize their entire army."
As he received the news another crease formed itself on George Pollard's brow and the
dark streaks beneath his piercing eyes seemed to turn to a muddy color. In the six years
since George Pollard had taken the office of Controller General his face had become more
lined with every frustration of his plans for reuniting the two sections of what had once
been the United States. But even now, feeling that there was some hope to open direct
conferences with the government of Sanlosdiego, that government was getting ready to
invade the 900 mile wide buffer zone called the Strip.
George gave an almost inaudible sigh and gazed at the corner of his desk. "Henry, notify
the Controllers that there will be a meeting tonight. Don't tell them what you just told
me. On your way out have the secretary get General Breton over here this afternoon."
Henry left the office and George decided to mix himself a drink. He poured himself a
scotch and water, then stepped to the balcony that adjoined his office. This balcony is
about the only place in Bosnewton where a person could come into direct contact with
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the atmosphere. It is still fairly polluted, even 211 stories high where he is standing, but it
is a break from the processed air that everyone else has to breath. He looked down below
him and could see a few of the buildings poking up through the smog ceiling way below.
The grey smog seemed to have silvery highlights which reflected the sun's rays into
Pollard's eyes. Below the mask of smog and in a protective shell that stretched out over
the entire eastern seaboard were 185 million people. Every time he came out onto the
balcony Pollard was reminiscent. Thsi time he thought of the day that he had been caught
on the roof of his house in a storm. George was only 15 when that happened. There were
people living on the other continents then. But since then the Terror had wiped them out
with a series of atomic explosions. All that is left now are Canada, Mexico, Sanlosdiego,
and Bosnewton. Every one of them is armed to the teeth to prevent anyone from
encroaching on them. He walked back into his office and fixed himself another drink. As
he was putting the bottle back in its place, a faint smile came over his face. "Huh! What's
left of the world is about to blow itself up and here I am thinking about my father and
his motorcycle. Haven't seen one of those in a long time. But I can't think of things like
that. My won decree doesn't allow me to think back any further than the Terror." Pollard
walked back to this desk and buzzed for his secretary. Miss Andrews entered Pollard's
office with her note pad and the same blank look she always had. Most everyone is dull
now, lean and dull.
"Yes sir?"
"Miss Andrews, will you please bring me the latest Status of the Army report and have
intelligence send up their latest estimates on the status of Sanlosdiego's army.
"Yes sir" said Miss Andrews turning to leave the room. She returned in less than a
minute with the report and placed it on Pollard's desk.
"Thank you, Miss Andrews."
"She said "Yes sir" and left.
He leafed through the report. It hasn't changed much in the six years that he has been
Controller General. Size of the Army is now stabilized at 7 million and efficiency at A-3:
fully trained but only 40% of the personnel have combat experience. The only changes
are that the section on the nuclear capabilities, useless capabilities, is now an appendix at
the end and the maximum amount of time a full scale operation could be sustained had
shortened to 7 days. Pollard tossed the time factor around in his mind. He thought back
about the military operations just after the Terror then thought it would be a miracle if
we could last for six days."
Miss Andrews came into the office again, this time she had the report on Sanlosdiego.
Pollard studied it carefully and compared its statistics to those he had in the other report.
"Stalemate, both of us are in the same position." He swivelled to the right a half turn and
faced the video-phone and dialed Jim Evens' number. Jim is Bosnewtons chief negotiator
for the division of the Strip with Sanlosdiego.
"Hello George. How's the weather up there?"
"Bad, I just got word that they plan to take over the Strip on Thursday."
"I thought that something was up by the way their man was acting the other day. The
guy was really trying to work out a settlement but you know how much power the
military has on the other side. So what are you going to do?"
"I don't know for sure, that's why I wanted to speak to you. You've had close contact
with their negotiators and some of their military. Do you think they might be open to a
last ditch effort to advoid all out war?"
"Sorry, George, but I don't think so. It sounds like their 'young buck,' General
Hestoffer, is finally making a grab for all the beans in the pot. He was the one clogging up
all of our negotiation attempts."
"Thanks Jim."
"Say, George, if you want me to I'll make a try."
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"No Jim. We can't afford to let them know that were in on their plans.The odds of
reaching a setlement are too slim." Pollard reached over and switched off then sank into
his chair and let his head fall back. The alternatives that were open to him flashed
through his brain. He could surrender completely to them. He could just sit back and let
them take the Strip. But the Strip is very valuable real estate, because it is the only land
left. Or he could try and take it before they did. No matter which one he thought of, it
left a bad taste in his mouth because they all smelled of death. "Oh God!" then a short
sharp "yeah" as he nodded his head. The decision was made. Now he could turn himself
off until someone else came in with another problem. Taking care of Bosnewton's
problems is much like any schoolboy does his math Only instead of 2x3 equals six it is X
equals 150 thousand square miles and Y equals 185 million people and X times Y equals
CF: constant friction. Miss Andrews came on the video-phone and announced General
Breton and Pollard told her to send him in.
"Be seated Breton." Pollard gave him a vacant stare for a moment then his features
sharpened. He took a deep breath. He imagined that he could already hear the sharp snaps
from the first shorn being fired. "Breton, we have to take possession of the Strip within
two days."

Peter Hallee

I'm no prophet-How can I tell you
What love tomorrow saves?
Don't you even remember
Monday morning's
Exploding sun?
So, understand:
We're only mortal-Gods live on the mountain.
—Steve Benton
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Windy Gregory
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"To You"
Would you fold your life like mine
Put it in an envelope
And mail it to an unknown place
Where a stranger could open it and see
All there is to know?
I've sent my life to you;
In this poem I live
More freely than my soul.
I am a work, a letter —
I am a pause between the lines
Never wanting anymore than to be
That word, that pause.
You are a stranger;
You have opened me and read.
You have the knowledge of the pauses,
The understanding of each letter.
But you missed a word.

—Evelyn Sullivan
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Little Things
Edna Varner
Seven o'clock in the morning was just too early to get up but Mama always made us get
up anyway. Leon had to bring wood in for the stove and then we both had to clean up
the house, eat, and get ready for school. We would always stay in bed a little longer after
Mama went out to work though. She'd say, "Git up now. You got work to do and it best
be done when I git home." Then as she left we'd hear the old front door creak on its
hinges as though it would fall off.
Mama worked all day long so me and Leon had to do most of the cleaning up. Leon
brought in the wood and cleaned up his room, and I cleaned up everything except Mama's
room. Mama always cleaned up her own room. We knew exactly what to do since we had
done it about as long as I can remember, but we never did a real good job of it because
we'd just stay in bed until right before time to catch the bus. Then we'd jump up and run
like mad, and get to the bus stop sweating like all creation. Some times Leon would ask,
"Why don't we get up when Mama leaves and then we would have plenty of time to clean
up and get to the bus stop?", and I had to explain it to him because I was a year older,
and a lot smarter. The way I figured it, if we got up at seven o'clock and cleaned the
house, and the world came to an end at seven thirty, then we would have done all that
work for nothing. But if we waited until seven thirty, until we knew for sure that the
world wasn't going to come to an end, then we could do the work knowing that it wasn't
going to be wasted. That made a lot of sense to Leon, but then Leon was only ten, and
you had to keep explaining things to ten year olds.
Anyway, me and Leon jumped up at twenty-five minutes `til eight, rushed through our
work, snatched our clothes up, gulped a few spoons of oatmeal, and got to the bus stop
sweating like all creation. Seconds later we flopped down on the long front seat of the
bus and gazed longingly at the empty seat in the very back. Someone else would get it by
the time we passed Thirty-eighth Street, but we couldn't claim it because Miss Jones said
so. Miss Jones was my school teacher and she said that Negro people don't have to sit on
the back of the bus. She said that the President said so, and if the President said so I guess
it's so. One day I wrote the President a letter and I said:
Dear Mr. President,
Miss Jones says it's nice of you to make the white people to stop making us sit on
the back of the bus 'cause it makes some people feel like a inferiority complex (she
wrote it on the blackboard). The only thing I want to say is that me and Leon like
to sit on the back of the bus. See, on the back of the bus you can see everything,
but on the front you can only see one side of the other. On the front you always
miss something.
Sitting on the back of the bus don't make me a inferiority complex 'cause mainly
I don't know what it is. I didn't even know we were suppose to sit on the back of
the bus. We just like to, but Miss Jones says we're suppose to sit up front mainly
`cause we have the right. Sometimes I don't like the right.
Yours truly,
Mary Brown
I mailed the letter to the White House but he never wrote me back. I guess he didn't have
time to read it.
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Me and Leon got off the bus at the stop in front of the school just in time to see Angela
Bailey trollop in. She was one of the reasons that I didn't like school after they mixed us
all up. On TV I heard this white lady say that she didn't like for her children to go to
school with us, and I wanted to tell her real bad that the idea didn't exactly turn us on
either. A lot of people who lived near me were glad that they finally made the white
people let us come to their school. It made me glad too because I always thought that
they should let you go to any school you wanted to. The only thing that I didn't know
was that we had to let them come to our school too. Angela Bailey really wasn't a bad
person; I mean she never did anything to me. In fact, she was always trying to be my
friend. I think it was her mother that I didn't really like. Her mother was always coming
to the school and bringing things like candy, and food, and clothes and stuff. She also
told stories to the class and everybody liked them except me. I thought they were kind of
corny but I never told her because I don't like to hurt peoples' feelings. Mama would have
come to the school and told stories too but she had to work all the time, and I don't
think Auglea's mama did. That's why she had so much time to come to the school and
hand out stuff. I never would take any of the things that she gave away though. Some of
the other kids did, but not me. Mama got mad when she found out that I refused to take
some things, but something deep inside of me wouldn't let me do that. It I wore those
clothes it would be like selling my soul, and I couldn't do that because God would strike
me dead.
After school me and Leon always went over to Papa-daddy's house because Papa-daddy
was just about the smartest man in the whole world and he had lots of gray hair to prove
it. One time Victoria Appleby said that he didn't know anything, and I said that he knew
a lot of things, even more than books. One day I asked Papa-daddy if he knew about the
war in Vietnam or how many men were in the senate, and he said that things like that
weren't important. He said, "White folks knows so much and that's why they don't live
long. They knows so much and they has that much more to worry 'bout. They worry
'bout the war, and who's gonna be President, and going to the moon. That's why they get
old so quick. Why I aint got a thang to worry 'bout except whether I'm gonna eat
tonight, and if I don't eat then I jest forgit 'bout worrying 'cause there aint no use no
way. White folks do all kinds of funny things and we still out live 'em. Why I never been
to the hospital a day in my whole life and I bet you I can out run Leon." That's exactly
what he said and I believe him. I told Victoria Appleby and she called me a nigger, and I
didn't care. But she called Papa-daddy a nigger, and that made me hate every white
person in the whole wide world. Since then, everytime a cowboy movie came on TV, me
and Leon would hope that the indians would scalp all the white people, and when a
jungle movie came on, we'd cross our fingers and hope real, real hard that the Africans
would kill the white hunters. But no matter how hard we tried, they always fixed the
movie so that we couldn't help but hate the Africans and like the white people. It was
little things like that, that made me wonder if grandmaw was right when she said that
either a white man was part God, or God was part white man.
One time on TV I saw this movie and there was this god named Zeus in it. He was big
and fat, and he had long curly blond hair. He had this big game board, sort of like a chest
board (though I don't know what chest is) and everything on earth was on that board. If
he wanted somebody to leave home, or to get in a boat, or get mad at somebody else, he
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just moved them around on that big board. If he wanted somebody to die he just
whacked him right off on the floor, and the other gods would stand around watching.
Sometimes i think that God is really like that. Sometimes I think we're all part of a game
and he's just moving us around on the game board. That's why he can strike us dead.
Wnen me and Leon went to bed at night, we pulled the curtains together and pinned
them with safety pins so that you couldn't see outside. Then we'd cut all the lights off
and we'd each get in our own bed and pull the covers up over our heads. Grandmaw said
that if you did that at night, you shut out the old world, and you'd get a new world next
morning. It never really worked though, and I don't think it ever will, but we still do it
every night, hoping.

Vaughn Riley
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Slaving For Seven Hundred Years

As I sit here behind the bars of my skin looking out,
I will be locked in for a life time without a doubt.
I was convicted for being born a black man,
And compelled to slavery for life in my native land.
I have already served three-hundred and fifty years
of my time,
but the whole world can see I am not blind.
I know I am here for a crime I did not commit:
Yes, my skin is black, but I had nothing to do with it,
So why America, why are you keeping me here,
slaving for seven-hundred years?
I can see the wealth of this great country passing me by.
People prosper all around me and I know the reason why,
My sweat, blood, and tears helped build this country to
what it is.
Here I stand a black man living in fear,
of slaving for seven-hundred years,
I am denied, deprived, and must struggle to survive,
In the richest and freest country far or near;
But because of the color of my skin I am compelled to
slavery for the remainder of my years.
—Frank White
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Spencer Harris
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Spencer Harris
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The gentle breeze wanders across the lake—
pond, really—and the muddy water
ripples only enough so that it is
no longer a tarnished mirror
but pretends for a moment
that it is an ocean.
The tame white ducks,
fed with bread crumbs
thrown by children, become sea gulls
soaring above miles of windswept beaches
deserted except for a stray crab—
or is it a lobster?—which scuttles
sideways.
Far off in the distance
what was once a tiny island becomes
Faerie with its silver elves
that will soon sink beneath the surface
so that it may escape the polluted minds
which change the ocean wind
into a scorching airless gust
stirring dirty water upon which
float only fat and filthy ducks.

—Mary Rita Cooper

Linda Herman

"Sunset at Big Sur"

Glenn Mitchell
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Windy Gregory

Lines Worded to a Girl with a Bag on Her Head
fikdi ?ffkdls ?alrndfjkdis ?akdjfdklsa ?
skdirakiffld ?saksdill ?dsakjdf?
dsald?fjdl?sajdfl ?dsakdj fin
By Our Computer

She Sleeps Nude
She sleeps nude.
Her style, her grace, walking, smiling, reclining: she sleeps nude. Leave
off saying, This one is charming, timid, alluring, wise. Say instead,
simply, She sleeps nude. For isn't this the compactness of expression
our societies are crying for? Aren't problems of state magnified by so
much interruption, inexactness and misunderstanding? That one so
seldom can capture in a candleflame the essence of the galaxies? In a
crystal drop the expression of the waves beating relentlessly on the
shore? They beat upon the sand as injustices wrought by
misunderstanding and inexactness beat upon the heads of citizens, of
those who fill the streets of cities, and till the soils of nations.
To capture in the simple, round brown shell of a nut the entire being
of forests, to let stand for a mountain a single grain: this is the hope of
problem solving, from statehouses to grimy tenements. This is
reduction to purity. This is to the poet. Could we confine strife to
poetry in the government, we could save battlefields for farmlands,
soldiers for men to plow them.
Think of her stretching out a tawny arm, offering to the blinded
masses a pearl of immense value, glowing, clasped firmly between
thumb and fore-finger. Is this not conceit of the most generous kind?
To say, I have it, it is of great worth, of great use: take it, it is yours, I
give it you. The wisdom in this conceit is of a greater mind than all a
statesman's rhetoric on the dusted floors of innumerable houses of
Parliament and Congress. Could he but sum the universe into a
sentence, mankind a phrase, and politics a word, he might match her
excellence. But now, the mountains built of the words of his speeches,
the forests on them constructed of proper punctuation, and the sky
colored by the infinitely numbered fibers of pulp in each ream he
writes; all these crumble to shame and disgrace, to waste and foolery,
when compared but for an instant—but for the quick flash of the canvas
lid over an eagle's eye—to her magnificence in simplicity, a poem curled
lanky and tan, sleeping nude between the sheets.

Gregg Wickham
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"The
Everglades"
by Windy
Gregory

The Judges
They deposit the black cloaks in the square.
The rumage is not for sale.
March, and a trickle of wind
And a woman is washing in the air the black cloaks.
Her hands are blunt, her fingers rapidly working.
The expression is almost delicate
On her aging and strong features.
Pleasure lingers there as she washes
Only in air the garments
So that in the morning the judges
May sit in the black cloaks judging
The quality of her work.
Their decision will be final
As always.
The torch is carried homeward by the runner.
It is a fine day in the town square
And the girls, in how many colors,
Await the end of his journey.
If he were less exhausted, the victory
Would have more meaning to him.
The judges sit inside the windows
Unapplauding
As always.
The girl stands at the fork of the lightly travelled roads.
There are other towns to walk to, but she does not know their names.
On one road a young man is waiting
In clean work clothes and with freshly scrubbed fingers,
Six four and unbelievably handsome.
He is certain to adore and protect her.
On the other road the judges are gathered
In their black garments
To give her their instructions
As always.

If on a summer night they would remember
A summer night, if on a feast day
They would carry baskets to the farmers,
If they had one green ribbon to give to a girl's young lover,
If they would give one jump and a kick sideways at the approach of a victorious runner,

Then they would fold their black garments carefully
And they would dance—I do not exaggerate it—they would dance in the town's square wildly
Raising the dust with the whoop of their kicking and yelling
Making the housewives close windows before the advent of the dust clouds
(Meanwhile the children would scurry towards the jelly cupboards).
But they do not remember a summer night
And they do not carry baskets,
And if they overhear any marked or ironic comment
On their standing in the community
Or the nature of their sober habits
Their judgment will be final
As always.
—Paul Ramsey
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The Victorian Monstrosity
I had gone this way many times before, but the sun was rather brilliant today or maybe
it was something else. Before I had felt nothing along this particular crumbling road full
of leaves and pieces of paint which no longer protected this or that house.
Today the old rusty railroad tracks that pierced this sector of the city appeared not
quite so rusty or unused. The tracks led to a depot. Before it had been a Victorian
monstrosity to me. Today the sun shined its windows, and the warm air protected it
where there was no longer paint. They were going to relocate the tracks and demolish the
depot next year or the next one. At any rate, certainly the year after that.
I was a wizened old man who fitted the dusty gray and subdued pieces of glass above
the doors and windows. And I was a carpenter thirty feet in the air routing out cornice
after cornice. But too, I was a laborer with my glistening back to the sun but being dulled
by a gust of wind spilling dirt from a pile of dirt and wilted trees.
Now, I had to rationalize the six months I spent on that depot. True it had been there
for eighty-five years. The trains had moved in and out only to return and rust like giant
cockroaches. At least, I guess, the people found them useful then.
Dear Mr. Karl Marx,
In reference to your concept of dialectical materialism, I have found it exceedingly
incomplete. Surely you must have been aware of certain biological imperatives that were
coming into view during the writing of your manifesto. Granted that Darwin did not
publish his tract until 1859, there were obvious Darwinian concepts in Malthus' work.
You begin too late and end too soon on the continuum of man. After all, economics
was a result of a certain stage of man's development not an initial cause. One must look at
the fact that man's closest competitors, the ant and his other hard-shelled cousins, are
communistic by a biological imperative.
Thus, your stage of socialism would continue until man consciously evolves himself into
a single multi-organism. But under the socialistic stage in your manifesto, the psuedo
multi-organism you present is of an economical necessity. That is obiviously biologically
contradictory at this time.
I moved on from the depot to the old park where a white bird gulped down a large
worm. Did that swan know that that worm had eaten enough dirt to fill one good size
dump truck?
I supposed not but walked back toward skid row. There to find no relief. There to be
accosted by a burned-out wino who asked for a dime. I refused saying I was not the
devil's advocate.
Quickly into the center of the city where new buildings with orange steel shattering the
sky sealed my vision. And I watched steel workers rifling rivets to each other while below
a street-corner preacher misquoted a sermon of Johnathan Edwards. Another and another
orange beam pierced the quiet of the sky. And something broke.
I broke into a run trying to catch so many azure pieces floating circuitously down like
a child's paper airplane.

Tom Conway
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The Muddy Water Machine
Where did you see this machine, as you call it?
At the end of the tracks, at the point where the tracks come together. I had often been
there before, of course. It was my job to dust off railroad ties.
Why was that?
I had nothing else to do. I always liked trains.
What did it look like?
I couldn't say.
You didn't see anything?
No. It was there. That is to say it wasn't anywhere else. It was at the end of the tracks.
When did you first notice it?
I started to notice it about two years ago.
You started to notice it?
Yes. It didn't appear all at once.
But you said you couldn't describe it?
Yes, I guess it must have been some where else some of the time.
Could you communicate with it?
There was a prescence about it. There was an odor about it. Not an olfactory odor. It
seemed to creep in through the pores like a loud resonant noise shaking the bones. A
crackling like an iceburg falling into the sea.
Did this frighten you?
No.
Did you have a relationship with it?
I think so. I always would dust the ties so that I would end up there around noon. I
would then eat my lunch with it.
Did it appear different at any of these ttmes?
No. Although later on, I think it had an awareness of me.
It didn't at first?
I don't think so. Not a specific awareness of me. It seemed to be aware of everything.
Including me, but not specifically me.
Did your life change in any way?
Not in any tangible way. I went on dusting the ties, but always knowing it was at the
end of the tracks. It was always there at that vanishing point. It was the only one I could
find. The others moved up the tracks.
It's been about two years now, and nothing has happened?
One day as I was dusting toward it, a small trickle of water started down the tracks. As I
went on, it kept increasing.
What happened?
I drowned.

Tom Conway

Of Your Beauty
Uneasy mist gives way to sun
I always find on my return
Your beauty has increased again
So should we part more frequently?
Already Venus' standard stands
In shadow; what can be the end
Of waxing evermore? To curb
Intensity too great for men
To bear, my duty is to stay
Within the circle of your light.

—Charles Mahan

The Negro Banjo Player
His flat black hand
Slides up and down the neck
And the gray black man
Sings of known joy
Out of unknown misery.

—David Elam

Windy Gregory
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Theodora Makres
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The Afternoon Bugle
I hear the tune of the afternoon bugle,
From its pages sounds Hail To The Chief
And "close your eyes people, we have no grief"
While the lines of black faces stand in relief.
Once in an emergency, I found it so laden
That I could not use it for toilet paper.
But it does provide a special space
In which to lament a black soul.
It carries on the wars of the country
And pays homage to Robert E.
"Keep them in THEIR places and smash their faces
If they ever try to get into OUR places."
I hear the cry of the recalcitrant bugle.
I see it add tinder to and blow on the fire.
I think it is time that we end the struggle
Before it is too late and we all expire.
-Peter Hallee
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Julie McClary
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Only Nothing
The rage is gone-No more shouted curses.
The tears are gone-No more pleading.

She is gone-No more loving.
Onty sorrow and memories remain-No more joy or sharing.
Only the past to relive-No more present or future.
Life is emptiness:

Without her-No loving,
No crying,
No hatin.
No, nor feeling.
Now there is only nothing.
--Tom Mathis
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Litany And Light
Light bends corners in a universe
shoots past the surface of a star
spears an ominous path in space
to reach the lax, opalescent lids
of a bather
lying on a beach lost in glare.
Could Einstein only hold this perfect light
separate in his fingers loose like string
and shift it easily, beam by beam.
The boiling sand warms her
as she turns from side to side
lying like a sleeping seal listening to the sea.
The steady sound of surf lengthening her thoughts
into a stream of light consistancy
into a constant beam
as if the thought itself were traveling
like light into another realm of space,
was a time when
first
weak eyes opened to the sun,
and some thing breathed
above primeval sea.

—Julie McClary
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"I've Been Climbing Those Mountains"

I've been climbing these mountains every since the day of my birth
Somedays up; Someday down; Never a smile, but everyday a frown
But this is life down here on this bitter earth
And I been climbing these mountains every since the day of my birth.
Sun rise finds me hungry
Sun down leaves me tired
Hungry for love; tired of being rejected, neglected, and placed aside
But this is life down here on this bitter earth
But I've been climbing these mountains every since the day of my birth.
And sometimes while pausing for a moment to pray without even
Thinking of what I'm going to say I find, myself asking these questions:
Why am I rejected and placed aside? Why am I neglected and deprived?
Why must I keep eating this bitter earth? I've been climbing these
mountains every since the day of my birth.
—Frank White
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Conversation in a Beer Hall
"There was three of 'em bud. The one out in front had a rifle over his
shoulder."
How ja do, how ja do, how ja do my dear.
"Be concerned with it man, dig it."
"Know what a duck says just before he hits the chin bubble?"
"She looked like my mother man, I felt like crying."
"You Boom-boom GI?"
"I'll have a hundred before I'm through."
"Pardon me?"
"Hold two fingers over your nose and say, 'oh, no!"'
"He was ten feet away, the other two were able to jump behind a hill."
I didn't know God made Honkey-Tonk Angels.
"The only good Gook is a dead Gook."
"A kid came right up to the bed and just stood there staring. Can you dig
it?"
"Red-one 8 is cool man, he's too cool."
"I came over here to kill 'em all."
"He just smiled bud, and kept walking right straight at me."
They call me twinkle toes, they call me twinkle toes.
"Uh, this is uh, Red-one 8, my co-pilot has just been splattered all over
the cockpit."
"Thirteen more days, hand me a beer man, I'm too short to reach the
bar."
"I'm 'bout fed up with this rat sucking outfit."
"Gonna go out and kill me some Gooks."
"I opened up on him, a 16 is supposed to knock a man down, he just kept
right on walking at me bud."
Toes that twinkle, twinkle toes, those my toes are twinkle toes.
"Uh, my gunner has just lost a couple of his arms, and I'm losing altitude
at a fairly good clip."
"Selling them dirty pictures and smiling through them black teeth. Damn
Gooks!"
"I'm gonna get me one of them jobs before I leave here man."
Ah ain't seen that girl of mine, I'm in Georgia doin time.
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"Money, I can make money, you just look me up when you get there
partner."
"I was scared out there today! Can ya dig on it? Me?--scared!"
"It don't make no difference, Goddamnsonofabitches."
"But he was sagging and getting closer to the ground--and I just walked
him right on down bud."
"Ya smoke it, ya open those big hairy nostrils and tell them to kiss your
butt."
"I don't want to die because it will make me sad."
"He had him an attitude bud."
"Take your troubles to Jesus Red-one 8, we're receiving fire ourselves at
this time."
"Pardon me?"
Naman Crowe

Dolores Wood
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A Breathless Sleep
The whiteness of the room frightened the old man as he awoke.
Momentarily disoriented, he felt terrified by the cold, dimensionless void
that hung about him. After the initial fear had passed, the old man managed
an inward smile; after 84 years he had finally come to know something of
Ahab. 84 years! After spending most of those years teaching English, the old
man felt a sense of irony that life had fallen into a neat group of cliches and
trite phrases. He had caught himself more than once uttering that "life is too
short" to one of his infrequent visitors and had scolded himself, just as he
had countless students in the past. "It's absurd for a man to go on like this"
he had recently told his son, for the old man feared senility, although he had
expected senility to come as a mental sleep, rather than as this endless
stream of banalities.
He slowly rolled onto his left side and, in an awkward and stiff motion,
reached for the push-button console at the side of the bed. Slowly the shiny
mass of stainless steel began to move, allowing him to raise his head a bit. He
was desperate for air. He understood little of emphysema, but suffocation
was a term that had underscored the seriousness of his situation. Dr. Carr
had su:4:ested the rest home and had pointed out the advantages of constant
care and modern facilities.
After the attacks had become progressively worse, the doctor had said,
"Professor Webber, I think it would be better for everyone concerned" and
the old man understood exactly. Neither his son nor his son's wife had been
overly hostile, yet the professor knew that he was infringing upon their
patience. Nothing had been said--indeed, nothing had needed to be said.
Webber had never been particularly close to his son, who had been born
(seemingly as an afterthought) late in his marriage.
The boy had not been especially bright and the professor had been too old
to engage in the normal physical aspects of a father-son relationship. "Alex is
a good boy" he had once told his wife, "but he lacks curiosity." It had been
an uneasy relationship. Since the death of his wife, however, Webber had
come to feel a greater affinity for his only offspring.
His son's wife, Mary, was from West Virginia and was, as Webber liked to
put it, "as shallow as the soil of her native state." His contempt, barely
hidden at best, turned against him mightily as his health failed. When he
came to live with them he found Mary a constant source of irritation. She
complained endlessly of the work she had to do, always implying (but never
explicitly stating) that the old man was largely responsible.
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It was, therefore, with a certain sense of relief that Webber departed for
the rest home. The home, located in the next town, on a hill overlooking
Long Island Sound, was little more than a motel decorated in an antiseptic,
hospital white. It had done little to slow the old man's decline. He could feel
the folds of skin, brown and dried like late autumn leaves, hang sickeningly
from his emaciated frame--as if he were literally shrinking within himself.
The nurse had weighed him two days before and he learned, rather
incredulously, that he was at 97 pounds. He had little appetite, save for
things either very hot or cold. Vanilla ice cream had become his favorite
food, although he could now barely feed himself. The nurse (or, on rare
occasions, his son) would bring him a small container with the cold, creamy
contents--what joy the sensation upon his tongue would give Webber! It
seemed odd that he had shrunken to child-sized proportions and took
pleasure in child-like amusements.
Most of his day was spent in a struggle for breath and against lonliness.
The room was boxy abd uninspiring, save for a dormer window that afforded
a beautiful view of the bay--and a somewhat cruel inticement to the
patient. Webber spent much of the fay searching for a position that would
least inhibit his breathing. He would lie inanimate for a length of time, giving
no sign of life; then, suddenly, he would lift his frail body with his veiny,
crinkled hands and would hurl himself over. The process would exhaust him
completely, yet he seemed heartened by this re-affirmance of life.
He hated to perform the normal bodily functions. A portable toilet stood
a few feet from his bed, but those few feet were an abyss. Upon sitting up he
would immediately grow dizzy and weak. His feet, starved for oxygen,
would turn a bluish-black. Two swaying, shaking steps brought him to the
toilet. When finally seated, he would rest. Once, upon finishing, he glanced
into the small porcelain bowl; at the bottom lay a small, black turd, totally
out of proportion to the effort he had expended. "Can't even shit anymore"
the old man muttered as he grasped for the bed-rail.
Alex and Mary visited once a day, usually toward evening. They often
found him sleeping lightly and had to wake him. The conversation was
strained and Webber said little. Often Alex would mention news of the
university, inanely imagining that his father was interested. Webber could
always sense that his son and Mary were anxious to leave. The impatience
made his uneasy. It was if they feared he might die in their presence. He
usually make it easy for them to get away, but tonight he was not so
inclined:
"I've been having terrible dreams . . . terrible dreams." His voice came as
a low hiss, and Alex noticed it was much weaker than the night before.
"What kind of dreams, Dad?"
"Terrible." his father muttered.
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Mary motioned her husband away from the bed and whispered to him:
"Dr. Carr said that using the oxygen might do that."
Alex nodded and moved closer to his father.
"Have you been using the oxygen very much Dad?"
"No, not too much." his father replied, almost imperceptively.
After reading the few "get-well" cards and talking briefly to the nurse,
they left.
The old man felt very alone and tired. He felt himself drift quietly back to
sleep . . .
The stone was cold and damp. Webber could feel the stone beneath him,
marble, about the size of a dining room table. He felt the moisture under his
fingertips and noticed that the slap was beginning to tilt, slowly at first, and
then more rapidly. All around him was black infinite nothingness. His hands
began to slip noiselessly and he attempted a scream--no sound would
come, however. The tilt had become too steep and his hands left the slab. He
fell. Still no sound broke from his pantomiming lips. He fell into the void ...
"Mr. Webber, it's time for your bath." The old man awoke to see Mrs.
O'Neill, the evening nurse, above him. His heart was racing wildly and
unevenly and he felt faint traces of what once would have been sweat. The
nurse, oblivious to Webber's inner crises, readied him for a bath.
Webber spent an extremely restless night. His mind was troubled and
jumped from one thought to another, never stopping long enough to give
him any peace. Events of his life with seemingly little significance kept
recurring. A youthful trip to New HaMpshire, an obscure friendship, an
unfinished project--petty things that now assumed a paramount
importance. His head felt like an over-wound clock. Finally, towards dawn,
Webber was able to get about an hours rest.
After breakfast (hot tea) he was visited by the doctor. Carr was an affiable
man, perhaps overly emotional for his profession. Webber saw death
reflected from the doctor's eyes and he shuddered. This confirmation of his
own fear was difficult for the old man, who had, like most men, come to
regard his doctor as an all-powerful agent. Carr's weakness was that he was
human. Webber was beginning to realize how alone he really was.
Later, as the light of the early Spring afternoon streamed in through the
lace window curtains, Webber heard footsteps. His senses had grown
noticeably weaker during the past few days and he turned over, away from
the warm sunlight, to see who was there. His son entered, along with another
man.
"Dad, this is Father Colton, from St. Joseph's."
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Webber knew what his son wanted. His wife had been a Catholic and Alex
had been brought up "in the faith." The old man no longer cared. His lines
of contention were broken and he only wanted to find a sense of peace. He
nodded his assention.
The priest moved rapidly, as if he and only recently learned the ceremony
and was fearful of forgetting. Webber actually enjoyed the baptism--the
cool water felt refreshing as it ran along the furrows of his forehead. Finally,
the last rites were administered. The pungent smell of oil and the deep,
sombre prayers reminded Webber of a scene from Poe.
When the ceremony was completed both the priest and Alex seemed to be
genuinely pleased. Alex nervously joked that his father "was excused from
Sunday mass." As they left Webber wanted to call them back to tell them it
had been a mistake, that he wasn't Catholic or anything else. He saw,
however, the futility of his position. "It doesn't matter" he muttered
half-convincingly to himself.
Again sleep overtook him: He was in the small Massachusetts town of his
birth.He walked the elm-lined streets--the street and the people were from
his childhood. Friends and neighbors passed him by; he tried to speak to
them and to gain their attention. Everyone was oblivious to his efforts. He
walked by old school chums, girl friends and teachers. Even his best friend,
with whom he had spent countless hours "exploring" rivers and playing the
very real games of childhood, did not recognize him. The old man was
terrified by this sense of isolation.
He awoke to the whiteness. His breath had grown shorter and he reached
for the oxygen mask. Once he had fastened the mask and began to feel the
cool oxygen flow, he saw that it was now nearly evening. His tray,
containing a dish of melted ice cream, was next to the bed. Webber felt a
pain in his side--for some reason he was sure it was his heart. He also
noticed that his left side had begun to twitch uncontrollably, a sensation he
found most uncomfortable. As he lay back the white fell away to darkness .
When he awoke the room was black. He was aware of a terrible stabbing
pain in his side and he felt as if each feeble breath he took got no further
than his throat. Webber made a desperate attempt to turn to his side, in
order to reach the call-button. He lurched over quickly . . . and fell into
the final cliche.
Bob Waite
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